
The Original ScrapBoxTM Cuts Build Time by 70 Percent with Lockdowel Fastening 

Organizational Furniture Manufacturer Finds Fast Assembly Solution 

The Original ScrapBox announces its organizational furniture for hobby enthusiasts can 
now be assembled faster and easier with the Lockdowel fastening system.  The online 
Ready-to-Assemble (RTA) provider of creation stations for crafters, sewers and creators 
worldwide, needed a solution to make their cabinets more fun and quicker to assemble. 

“All of our furniture is flat packed to reduce the chances of damages,” Katrina Espinoza, 
The Original Scrapbox International Marketing Director explains. “Previous assembly 
times of our best-selling cabinet, The WorkBox, were 8-10 hours with two people. Now 
with our most advanced design, Lockdowel brings our assembly time down to 2-3 hours 
with two people. It is our strongest build we have ever been able to offer, with the 
quickest time of assembly in over 12 years. We are excited to be able to help customers 
organize so they can save time, simplify, and create!" Espinoza says. 

The Original Scrapbox started in 2005.  The company’s mission is to provide the peace 
and comfort of organization to crafters who bring inspiration to life. Their furniture 
pieces not only organize homes in the United States but in Canada, the UK, Australia, 
Germany and throughout Europe. 

“We are pleased that a company as meticulous as The Original ScrapBox would choose 
Lockdowel to assemble their intricate lines of high quality cabinetry --for people who 
truly depend on the functionality of the piece,” Bryan Koelling, president and co-founder 
of Lockdowel Inc. says. “Each cabinet from The Original Scrapbox must be extremely 
sturdy and assembling it should be easy and fun. That’s exactly what Lockdowel brings 
to the table!”   

 "These Lockdowel fasteners are so much easier to assemble than any other pieces of 
furniture our customers have built before. Our team can't wait to see the Lockdowel 
system used in our products all over the world!" Espinoza says. 

About the Original Scrapbox  

Headquartered in American Fork, Utah, The Original Scrap Box™ is dedicated to 
providing high quality products to crafters everywhere. Every Original ScrapBox product 
is crafted from the finest materials for long-lasting durability and timeless beauty. The 
company strives for each customer to be perfectly satisfied with each ScrapBox piece 
purchased--where elegance, organization and creativity meet! If you love to craft but hate 
how ALL the supplies are hard to organize, store and access, you are now in the right 
hands! With a variety of products and styles you are bound to find The Original 
ScrapBox that suits your needs! Visit our website today: www.theoriginalscrapbox.com. 



About Lockdowel 

 
Lockdowel is headquartered in Fremont, California. The company provides 
fasteners, drawer slides and hinges for fast and easy installation of cabinets, 
furniture, fixtures and architectural millwork. Learn more at: 
www.lockdowel.com. 
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